Abstract-The min-cut, max-flow theorem states that a source node can send a commodity through a network to a sink node at the rate determined by the flow of the min-cut separating the source and the sink. Recently it has been shown that by linear re-encoding at nodes in communication networks, the min-cut rate can be also achieved in multicasting to several sinks. In this paper we discuss connections between such coding schemes and convolutional codes. We propose a method to simplify the convolutional encoder design that is based on a subtree decomposition of the network line graph, describe the structure of the associated matrices, investigate methods to reduce decoding complexity and discuss possible binary implementation.
I. INTRODUCTION
Communication networks are, like their transportation counterparts, mathematically represented as directed graphs G = (V, E). We are concerned with multicast communication networks in which h unit rate information sources S 1 , . . . , S h simultaneously transmit information to N receivers R 1 , . . . , R N located at N distinct nodes. The number of edges of the mincut between a source and each receiver node is h. The famous max-flow, min-cut theorem states that a single source S 1 can send a commodity through a network to the receiver R 1 at the rate determined by the flow of the min-cut separating S 1 and R 1 . Recently it has been realized that nodes in communication networks can not only re-route but also re-encode the information they receive, and shown that by linear re-encoding, the min-cut rate can be also achieved in multicasting to several sinks [1] , [8] .
Multicast at rate h can be achieved by linear coding, as was shown constructively by Li, Yueng, and Cai in [8] . A fast implementation of their approach was developed by Sanders, Egner, and Tolhuizen in [11] , resulting in polynomial time algorithms for constructing linear codes for multicast. An algebraic framework for network coding was developed by Koetter and Médard in [6] , who translated the network code design to an algebraic problem by deriving transfer matrices of size determined by the underlying graph. By applying tools from algebraic geometry, they were able to answer questions related to achievable rates for linear codes over communication graphs.
In this paper we present an alternative simpler derivation of the transfer function result in [6] by observing the connection with convolutional codes over finite fields. We then proceed to expand this observation in different directions.
Most of the previous work [8] , [6] , [11] assumes zero delay meaning that all nodes simultaneously receive all their inputs and produce their outputs. To take delay into account one can easily adapt the network code design algorithms in the literature, to the convolutional code framework. The convolutional code framework naturally takes delay into account, but at the cost of increased decoding complexity. In this paper we investigate different methods to reduce the complexity requirements.
We first describe the subtree decomposition which we proposed to a different end in [4] . Different networks can have the same subtree decomposition. Grouping together different networks according to their subtree decomposition allows to derive decentralized network coding algorithms, compute alphabet size bounds, increase the scalability of the employed code and facilitate design choices [5] , [4] . Employing the subtree decomposition in the context of convolutional codes, as we propose in this paper, can also serve multiple purposes. It significantly reduces the dimensionality of the associated matrices, thus making faster all algorithms that employ matrices. It allows grouping together different configurations, and thus designing a convolutional code that can be applied to all networks that share the same subtree graph. It facilitates the addition of new users, as the structure of the convolutional code does not need to change as long as the structure of the subtree graph is preserved.
We further propose reducing the decoding complexity individually for every receiver, by calculating the minimal equivalent encoder to the encoder that each receiver experiences.
The convolutional codes corresponding to network codes are over a finite field F that is generally not binary. We discuss implementation over a binary field that may result in reducing the number of employed memory elements. We also propose a simplified version of the method in [8] to deal with cycles in the network. Throughout the paper different examples illustrate the discussion.
The paper is organized as follows. Section II introduces the notation. Section III establishes the connection with convolutional codes and discusses the subtree decomposition. Section IV describes the structure of the associated matrices. Section V discusses decoding complexity. Section VI investigates binary implemention, and finally Section VII concludes the paper.
II. BACKGROUND AND NOTATION
We consider a communication network represented by a directed graph G = (V, E) with unit capacity lossless edges. There are h unit rate information sources S 1 , . . . , S h and N receivers R 1 , . . . , R N . The number of edges of the min-cut between a source and each receiver node is h. The h sources multicast information simultaneously to all N receivers at rate h. We denote by (S i , R j ) a path from source i to receiver j. The min-cut condition implies that for a given receiver R j , there exist h paths (S i , R j ), 1 ≤ i ≤ h, that are edge disjoint.
For linear network coding, each node of G receives a set of inputs from some finite field F to be linearly combined over the same field before forwarding through output edges. Consequently, through each edge of G flows a linear combination of source symbols. Let σ i ∈ F be a symbol corresponding to the source S i for 1 ≤ i ≤ h. Then the symbol flowing through some edge e of G is given by
belongs to an h dimensional vector space over F. We shall refer to this vector as the coding vector of edge e. If we assume zero delay, meaning that all nodes simultaneously receive all their inputs and produce their output, then the coding vectors associated with input edges of a receiver node define a system of linear equations, that the receiver needs to solve to determine the source symbols. More specifically, consider receiver R j . Let ρ j i be the symbol on the last edge of the path (S i , R j ), and A j the matrix whose i-th row is the coding vector of the last edge on the path (S i , R j ). Then the receiver j has to solve the system of linear equations
to retrieve the information symbols
transmitted from the h sources.
III. CONNECTION WITH CONVOLUTIONAL CODES
Since for a network code we eventually have to describe which operations each node in G has to perform on its inputs for each of its outgoing edges, we find it more transparent to work with the line graph of G, namely the graph with vertex set E(G) in which two vertices are joined if and only if they are adjacent as edges in G [2] . In the line graph a coding vector is associated with every node, and each node contains a linear combination of the coding vectors of its parent nodes. Each receiver observes the contents of h such nodes.
To relax the zero delay assumption, we can associate a unit delay D with each node of the line graph. Associating a unit delay with each edge of the network was also proposed in [6] . Our contribution is the observation that then the line graph can be thought of as a convolutional code over a finite field, with number of memory elements m equal to the number of edges in G.
A general description of a convolutional encoder over a finite field with h inputs, Nh outputs, and m memory elements is given by the well known state-space equations:
where s j is the m × 1 state vector, y j is the Nh × 1 output vector, u j is the h × 1 input vector, and A, B, C, and D are matrices with appropriate dimensions. The corresponding generator matrix G(D) is given by
where D is the indeterminate delay operator. The expression in Eq. (3) coincides with the transfer matrix M derived in [6] , giving a different and simpler derivation of the same result. Matrix A reflects the way the memory elements are connected. An element in matrix A can be nonzero, only if a corresponding edge exists at the given network configuration. Network code design amounts to selecting the nonzeroelement values for matrix A. Matrices B, C, and D are completely determined by the network configuration.
Before examining the structure of matrices A, B, C, and D in more detail (Section IV), we observe that their size depends upon the number of memory elements of the convolutional code, which in turns is equal to the number of edges in the original graph G. This number can get quite large, resulting in large size of matrices to handle. Thus following (Sec III-A) we introduce the subtree decomposition which allows one to decrease significantly the number of memory elements, and thus the involved dimensionality.
A. Decomposition into Subtrees
The subtree decomposition can be though of as keeping only the "sufficient information" of the underlying graph structure that are necessary for the network code design. The main idea is that we can "group together" the parts of the network through which the same information flows. Thus, starting from an arbitrary graph, we map it to a graph with a much smaller number of edges and vertices, and still retain all the necessary information for the code design. Throughout this discussion we use the example in Fig. 1 , which is an example of a network topology with two sources multicasting to the same set of three receivers. The associated line graph is depicted in Fig. 2 .
Without loss of generality, by possibly introducing auxilliary nodes, we may assume that the line graph contains a node corresponding to each of the h sources. We refer to these nodes as source nodes. Each of the remaining nodes performs at most one coding operation (linear combining) on its inputs, and forwards the result to all of its outputs. We shall refer to the nodes which perform coding operations as coding points. A coding point computes a linear combination of its inputs, and forwards the resulting symbol to all of its children. The children forward the symbol to their children up to the next coding point, which again computes a linear combination of its inputs. We also refer to the node corresponding the last edge of the path (S i , R j ), as the receiver node for receiver R j and source S i . For a configuration with h sources and N receivers there exist hN receiver nodes.
For example, in Fig. 2 , S 1 A and S 2 C are source nodes, BD and GH are coding points, and AF , HF , HK, DK, DE and CE are receiver nodes.
We partition the line graph into a disjoint union of subsets T i so that the following properties hold: 1) Each subset T i contains exactly one source node or coding point. 2) Every other node belongs to the subset T i containing its first ancestral coding point or source node. It is easy to see that the above conditions imply the following:
• each T i is a tree because the only nodes with two or more input edges in the line graph are the coding points, • the same linear combination of source symbols flows through all the nodes that belong to the same T i . We shall call subset T i a source subtree if it starts with a source node or a coding subtree if it starts with a coding point. Fig. 2 shows the four subtrees {T 1 , T 2 , T 3 , T 4 } of the network in Fig. 1 ; T 1 and T 2 are source subtrees.
For the network code design problem, the structure of the network inside a subtree does not play any role. The only information we need to retain from the internal structure of a subtree is which receiver nodes are contained in it. Thus we can contract each subtree to a node and retain only the edges that connect the subtrees, to get the subtree graph.
The subtree graph for our example network of Fig. 1 is shown in Fig. 3 . The nodes corresponding to source-receiver pairs inside each subtree are represented pictorially in Fig. 3 .
B. Subtree Graph Convolutional Code
Since each edge within a subtree is in the same state, we can associate a unit delay D with each subtree and neglect the delay within the subtree. That is, we can consider the subtree configuration as a convolutional code where each subtree is a single memory element. An example subtree configuration is shown in Fig. 7 and its corresponding convolutional code in Fig. 8 .
Employing the subtree graph serves multiple purposes. It significantly reduces the dimensionality of the associated matrices, thus making faster all algorithms that employ matrices. It allows grouping together different configurations, and thus designing a convolutional code that can be applied to all networks that share the same subtree graph. It actually allows enumerating all the possible configurations for a small number of sources/receivers [4] and thus possibly storing precomputed codes for frequently observed cases. It facilitates the addition of new users, as the structure of the convolutional code does not need to change as long as the structure of the subtree graph is preserved.
Unless otherwise stated, in the following we will be considering the convolutional code associated with the subtree graph.
IV. STRUCTURAL PROPERTIES
We next examine the structure of matrices A, B, C, and D. We distinguish two cases, depending on whether a partial order constraint, which we will describe in the following, is satisfied.
Partial order constraint
We refer to the line graph of the union N j=1 (S i , R j ) of paths from source S i to all receivers as the transmission structure corresponding to source i. Each transmission structure induces a partial order on the set of the line graph nodes: if edge a is a child of edge b then we say that a < b. The source node is the maximal element.
Each different transmission structure imposes a different partial order on the same set of edges. We distinguish the graphs depending on whether the partial order imposed by the different transmission structures is consistent. Consistency implies that for all pairs of edges a and b, if a < b in some transmission structure, there does not exist a transmission structure where b < a. A sufficient, but not necessary, condition for consistency is that the underlying graph G is acyclic. For example, consider Fig. 4 , that depicts a subgraph of a network graph. Sources S 1 and S 2 use the cycle ABCD to transmit information to receivers R 1 and R 2 , respectively. In the case A, the transmission structures for sources S 1 and S 2 impose consistent partial orders on the edges of the cycle. In the case B, for the transmission structure of source S 1 , we have AB > CD, whereas for the transmission structure of source S 2 , we have CD > AB. 
A. Case 1: Consistent Partial Order
Each subtree corresponds to one element in the state vector s. We group the subtrees into classes, according to their maximum distance from the source subtrees, where the distance is defined as the maximum number of subtrees in a path from the source subtrees. Let d i be the number of subtrees (memoryelements) at distance i, then i d i = m, where m is the total number of subtrees. We order the elements in s according to the distance of the corresponding states from the source subtrees. Thus the h source-subtrees correspond to the first h elements of the state vector s. 1 Since a state at time j + 1 can depend only on the states at time j that are closer to the source, it is easy to see that with this ordering of states within the vector s the m × m matrix A has the following form
where each block matrix element
, that is, we always have a feedforward encoder of effective memory d. Since only the h source subtrees directly depend on the input, the m × h matrix B has the form
where I is the h × h identity matrix. The Nh × m matrix C is a zero-one matrix of the form
where the h×m matrix C i corresponds to the receiver i. Each row of C i corresponds to one of the subtrees whose state is observed by the receiver i. Thus matrix C i has exactly one 1 in each row and at most one 1 in each column. Matrix D is identically zero since we associate memory elements with source subtrees. Matrices C i are completely determined by the subtree configuration. The min-cut, max-flow requirement is equivalent to the condition that the h × h transfer matrix that corresponds to each receiver
has full rank, as described in [6] . In some networks with cycles, the partial order imposed by the different transmission structures is not consistent. The corresponding subtree graphs form recursive convolutional encoders, and can be analyzed by taking into account feedback as proposed in [6] .
Alternatively, we may follow a simplified version of the approach in [8] . Observe that an information source may need to be transmitted through the edges of a cycle at most once, and then can be removed from circulation by the node that introduced it. For example consider the cycle in Fig. 4 -B, and assume that each edge corresponds to one memory element. Then the flows through the edges of the cycle are 000  000  000  111  111  111  000  000  000  111  111  111 000  000  111  111   000  000  111  111   00  00  11 where σ i (k) is the symbol transmitted from source S i at time k. Equation (8) can be easily implemented by employing a block of memory elements as shown in Fig. 5 . Thus, we can still have a feedforward encoder, by representing the cycle with a block of memory elements in the subtree graph, and accordingly altering the structure of matrices A and C.
V. DECODING COMPLEXITY
Taking delay into account implies that each receiver no longer has a linear system of equations to solve (Eq. 1), but needs to perform trellis decoding (Eq. 9). However, the task of decoding is very much simplified by the fact that there is no noise.
Receiver i experiences a rate-1 noncatastrophic encoder with generator matrix
Assume that at time j the receiver sees output y j . To decode, the receiver only needs to additionally know the previous state s j−1 at time j − 1, and the trellis diagram of the convolutional code. In other words, the traceback depth of decoding is one. Thus the complexity of decoding is proportional to the complexity of the trellis diagram. Two methods to reduce the complexity that a receiver experiences are the following.
• Method 1: Minimize the trellis diagram used for encoding.
• Method 2: Identify the minimal strictly equivalent encoder to G i (D) to decode, to minimize the trellis diagram used for decoding.
Throughout this discussion we will work through the example configuration in Fig. 6 to illustrate the different methods.
1) Method 1:
We are interested in identifying, among all encoders that are subject to the constraints of a given topology, and that satisfy the min-cut max-flow conditions for each receiver, the encoder that has the smallest number of memory elements. The minimization does not need to preserve the same set of outputs, as we are not interested in error-correcting properties, but only the min-cut property for each receiver. A significant step towards this direction was already achieved with the subtree decomposition. Another step in this direction is to identify the minimal subtree graph with the property that the min-cut between the source and the destination nodes is equal to h. Equivalently, identify a subgraph of the subtree graph such that removing any edge would result in violating the min-cut condition for at least one of the destination nodes. This can be achieved algorithmically by removing the edges that are not necessary for the mincut condition. After this procedure, subtrees that have one parent can be incorporated with the parent, reducing the number of required memory elements.
Example: Our example configuration in Fig 6 can be reduced to the minimal configuration depicted in Fig. 7 , by removing the edge that connects subtrees T 4 and T 5 , and incorporating subtrees T 3 and T 5 . The corresponding 000 000 000 111 111 111 000 000 111 111 00 00 11 11 00 00 00 11 11 11 00 00 11 11 convolutional encoder is depicted in Fig. 8 . 
2) Method 2:
The information to be received by receiver R i will be encoded by the encoder G i (D). This encoder cannot be chosen arbitrarily, but subject to configuration restrictions.
However, to decode, we may use a different trellis, the one associated with the minimal strictly equivalent encoder to G i (D). Two codes are called strictly equivalent if they have the same mapping of input sequences to output sequences. Among all strictly equivalent encoders, that produce the same mapping of input to output sequences, the encoder that uses the smallest number of memory elements is called minimal. Strict equivalence minimality coincides with the definition of minimality in control theory [9] , for systems described by discrete state-space equations. The associated minimality criteria are that of observability and controllability.
So although we can not select the minimal G i (D) to encode because we were restricted by the configuration, at the decoder we may still use the minimal strictly equivalent trellis to reduce decoding complexity.
Example: Matrix A in Eq. (2) for our example configuration in Fig. 7 and 8 will have the form
where A 1,1 is of dimension 2 × 2, and " * " denotes a nonzero element. The generator matrix of dimension 2 × 2 corresponding to every receiver will have the form
G
The identity matrices I are of different dimension, as determined by the context. Matrix G is common for all receivers. A possible choice for matrix A over a finite field of size three, and the corresponding matrix G would be
For receiver 0,
The strictly equivalent encoder would have generator matrix
VI. BINARY ALPHABET
The convolutional codes corresponding to network codes are over a finite field F that (but for the simplest cases) is not binary. If a network supports only binary transmission, we consider f = log 2 |F| uses of the network to comprise a symbol of a higher alphabet. This implies that each node that performs network coding has to store and process f binary bits before retransmitting, thus effectively needs to use f binary memories.
An alternative approach would be to restrict the network coding alphabet to be binary, and allow each node to use up to f binary memory elements in an arbitrary fashion. The authors in [3] propose to add node-memory to increase the alphabet size a network can support, which has a similar flavor to our proposed binary encoders implementation.
In our subtree configuration, we may replace each subtree with any convolutional code with f binary memory elements. Using an alphabet of size 2 f becomes a special case, so it is guaranteed that there exists a topology that employs possibly less and at most an equal number of binary memory elements. Thus binary implementation can lead to reduced memory requirements, and thus reduced decoder complexity.
Example: Continuing in our example, assume that we are implementing the arithmetic in higher field by using binary memory elements. Alternatively, we may use a binary network code. Since we consider two uses of the network, the input/output to each subtree T i in Fig. 8 Receiver k will observe a matrix of the form
which has full rank.
VII. CONCLUSIONS
We investigated connections between network coding and convolutional codes, based on our subtree decomposition method recently proposed in [4] . We provided an alternative simpler derivation of the transfer function result in [6] using the state-space description of convolutional codes, and the subtree decomposition method to reduce the dimensions of the associated matrices. We analyzed the structure of the matrices under a partial order assumption. We also discussed reduced complexity decoding methods, and use of binary alphabet.
